Jay Marino teaches at educational foundation Arcade

HARDENBERG / COEVORDEN - How to become a highly effective school? That was Monday, the central question during the masterclass Jay Marino in education foundation Arcade, which includes all 28 public elementary schools in the municipalities of Coevorden and Hardenberg belong. One question that preoccupies many in education. Participants came not for nothing. After a passionate and compelling story inspired all went home.

In the auditorium of the Voorveghter Hardenberg Marino gave a striking example of his innovative vision. "You can give students instruction to read the chapter on the Civil War and to the accompanying questions. Another possibility is to ask them on the basis of the text to write a vision of the war from the North or South side. It seems like a small difference, but in the second case is clear for children learning objective. Research shows that students who know why they are learning something 27 percent score higher. "Marino's superintendent, similar to general manager of the Dunlap School District in the state of Illinois. Every now and then he comes to the Netherlands to give his master leadership in continuous improvement. "

policy

The thought of Marino fits within the educational foundation Arcade policies. "Held at various schools within our organization will provide the way of education to the light. Reason is that we now perceive learn very differently, "says
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